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Job Chart

Descriptive Words

The individual filling this job should preferably be someone:

Influential Persuasive

Pragmatic Dynamic

Friendly Agile

Decisive Independent

Versatile Persistent

Confident Appropriate

Enterprising
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Behavior Descriptors

These are some of the descriptors that are unique to the behavioral style required by 

the job

Is an inclusive leader with an extroverted interest in people.·

Has the ability to gain the respect and trust of different kinds of people.·

Enjoys responsibility, authority and the social initiative required by a leadership 

position.

·

Applies pressure in a charismatic way to achieve an objective and to gain 

acceptance of their point of view.

·

Applies interpersonal skills, self-confidence and charisma to influence and 

persuade.

·

Can be stubborn and want to get their way in their desire to achieve results.·

May be perceived by others as temperamental.·

Is a good coordinator who is prepared to delegate.·

May tend to act impulsively on occasion; to be overly enthusiastic and over sell.·

Is an excellent motivator, knows how to communicate and can persuade.·

Prefers the requirements of practical and realistic jobs.·

Is very independent and wants the freedom to set and achieve goals.·

Has no difficulty accepting risks and has a strong sense of urgency.·
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Motivators

These are the essential aspects that will motivate the individual filling this job

Situations and commitments that imply a challenge.·

Interacting and relating with new and different people.·

Handling time, free from ties and commitments.·

Leadership Style

This is the unique leadership style for the individual filling this job

Displays initiative and an enthusiastic, positive and persuasive style.·

Takes immediate control of situations and does what it takes to attain objectives 

and solve problems.

·

Prefers to lead activities that involve practical work requirements  and have strict 

deadlines to meet realistic goals.

·

Makes decisions in a spontaneous and confident way, based on the available 

information.

·

Will demonstrate skills and self-confidence when persuading and convincing 

individuals of different hierarchy levels.

·

Is a good team leader; with a confident and "in charge" attitude to lead the group 

to the completion of goals.

·

Encourages direct reports by delegating work and authority.·

Effectively controls progress towards objectives.·

Is direct, gets to the point and is expressive.·

Exercises a lot of pressure to get projects completed.·

Has high expectations for their colleagues.·
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IDEAL ENVIRONMENT

Characteristics to be considered so that he will display his full capacity

Allow a high degree of freedom to act.·

Encourage the interaction with people where discussions are of a practical and 

significant nature.

·

Recognize the need to assume responsibility, authority and the social initiative 

required by a leadership position.

·

Provide space for the open expression of ideas and feelings.·

Recognize the need to be involved in a wide range of activities that require 

effective organizational and planning skills to achieve goals.

·

Offer clear and challenging tasks and assignments.·

Offer the opportunity to express natural leadership skills, especially among key 

people, in order to influence, persuade and convince others in a direct and firm 

way.

·

Recognize efforts and achievements.·
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